
2218 Mt 11:29 yoke

2218 Mt 11:30 yoke

2218 Ac 15:10 yoke

2218 Ga 5:1 yoke

2218 1Ti 6:1 yoke

2218 Re 6:5 pair

2218.  Strong's Dictionary Study

2218. zugos {dzoo-gos'}; from the root of zeugnumi (to join,
especially by a "yoke"); a coupling, i.e. (figuratively)
servitude (a law or obligation); also (literally) the beam of
the balance (as connecting the scales): --pair of balances, yoke.
[ql

 

~~~~~~

 2218 -- pair of balances, yoke.

2218   Interlinear Index Study

2218  MAT 011 029 Take <0142 -airo -> my yoke <{2218} -zugos ->
upon you ,  and learn <3129 -manthano -> of me ;  for I am <1510
-eimi -> meek <4235 -praios -> and lowly <5011 -tapeinos -> in
heart <2588 -kardia -> :  and ye shall find <2147 -heurisko ->
rest <0372 -anapausis -> unto your <5216 -humon -> souls <5590 -
psuche -> .

2218  MAT 011 030 For my yoke <{2218} -zugos ->  [ is ]  easy
<5543 -chrestos -> ,  and my burden <5413 -phortion -> is light
<1645 -elaphros -> .

2218  ACT 015 010 Now <3568 -nun -> therefore <3767 -oun -> why
<5101 -tis -> tempt <3985 -peirazo -> ye God <2316 -theos -> ,  
to put <2007 -epitithemi -> a yoke <{2218} -zugos -> upon the
neck <5137 -trachelos -> of the disciples <3101 -mathetes -> ,  
which <3739 -hos -> neither <3777 -oute -> our fathers <3962 -
pater -> nor <3777 -oute -> we were able <2480 -ischuo -> to
bear <0941 -bastazo -> ?

2218  GAL 005 001 .  Stand <4739 -steko -> fast therefore <3767 -
oun -> in the liberty <1657 -eleutheria -> wherewith <3739 -hos -
> Christ <5547 -Christos -> hath made <1659 -eleutheroo -> us
free <1659 -eleutheroo -> ,  and be not entangled <1758 -enecho -
> again <3825 -palin -> with the yoke <{2218} -zugos -> of
bondage <1397 -douleia -> .

2218  1TI 006 001 .  Let as many <3745 -hosos -> servants <1401 -
doulos -> as are under <5259 -hupo -> the yoke <{2218} -zugos ->
count <2233 -hegeomai -> their own <2398 -idios -> masters <1203
-despotes -> worthy <0514 -axios -> of all <3956 -pas -> honour
<5092 -time -> ,  that the name <3686 -onoma -> of God <2316 -
theos -> and  [ his ]  doctrine <1319 -didaskalia -> be not
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blasphemed <0987 -blasphemeo -> .

2218  REV 006 005 And when <3753 -hote -> he had opened <0455 -
anoigo -> the third <5154 -tritos -> seal <4973 -sphragis -> ,  
I heard <0191 -akouo -> the third <5154 -tritos -> beast <2226 -
zoon -> say <3004 -lego -> ,  Come <2064 -erchomai -> and see
<0991 -blepo -> .  And I beheld <1492 -eido -> ,  and lo <2400 -
idou -> a black <3189 -melas -> horse <2462 -hippos -> ;  and he
that sat <2521 -kathemai -> on <1909 -epi -> him had <2192 -echo
-> a pair <{2218} -zugos -> of balances <3976 -pede -> in his
hand <5495 -cheir -> .

 

~~~~~~

  zugos 2218 -- pair of balances, yoke.

* pair , 2218 ,

* yoke , 2218 ,

 

~~~~~~

   ass 5268 #  Expanded Dictionary Study

  ass 5268 # hupozugion {hoop-od-zoog'-ee-on}; neuter of a
compound of 5259 and 2218; an animal under the yoke (draught-
beast), i.e. (specifically) a donkey: -- {ass}.[ql

  balances 2218 # zugos {dzoo-gos'}; from the root of zeugnumi
(to join, especially by a "yoke"); a coupling, i.e.
(figuratively) servitude (a law or obligation); also (literally)
the beam of the balance (as connecting the scales): -- pair of
{balances}, yoke.[ql

  band 2202 # zeukteria {dzook-tay-ree'-ah}; feminine of a
derivative (at the second stage) from the same as 2218; a
fastening (tiller-rope): -- {band}.[ql

  girdle 2223 # zone {dzo'-nay}; probably akin to the base of
2218; a belt; by implication, a pocket: -- {girdle}, purse.[ql

  of 2218 # zugos {dzoo-gos'}; from the root of zeugnumi (to
join, especially by a "yoke"); a coupling, i.e. (figuratively)
servitude (a law or obligation); also (literally) the beam of
the balance (as connecting the scales): -- pair {of} balances,
yoke.[ql

  pair 2201 # zeugos {dzyoo'-gos}; from the same as 2218; a
couple, i.e. a team (of oxen yoked together) or brace (of birds
tied together): -- yoke, {pair}.[ql

  pair 2218 # zugos {dzoo-gos'}; from the root of zeugnumi (to
join, especially by a "yoke"); a coupling, i.e. (figuratively)
servitude (a law or obligation); also (literally) the beam of
the balance (as connecting the scales): -- {pair} of balances,
yoke.[ql
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  purse 2223 # zone {dzo'-nay}; probably akin to the base of
2218; a belt; by implication, a pocket: -- girdle, {purse}.[ql

  together 2086 # heterozugeo {het-er-od-zoog-eh'-o}; from a
compound of 2087 and 2218; to yoke up differently, i.e.
(figuratively) to associate discordantly: -- unequally yoke
{together} with.[ql

  unequally 2086 # heterozugeo {het-er-od-zoog-eh'-o}; from a
compound of 2087 and 2218; to yoke up differently, i.e.
(figuratively) to associate discordantly: -- {unequally} yoke
together with.[ql

  with 2086 # heterozugeo {het-er-od-zoog-eh'-o}; from a
compound of 2087 and 2218; to yoke up differently, i.e.
(figuratively) to associate discordantly: -- unequally yoke
together {with}.[ql

  yoke 2086 # heterozugeo {het-er-od-zoog-eh'-o}; from a
compound of 2087 and 2218; to yoke up differently, i.e.
(figuratively) to associate discordantly: -- unequally {yoke}
together with.[ql

  yoke 2201 # zeugos {dzyoo'-gos}; from the same as 2218; a
couple, i.e. a team (of oxen yoked together) or brace (of birds
tied together): -- {yoke}, pair.[ql

  yoke 2218 # zugos {dzoo-gos'}; from the root of zeugnumi (to
join, especially by a "yoke"); a coupling, i.e. (figuratively)
servitude (a law or obligation); also (literally) the beam of
the balance (as connecting the scales): -- pair of balances,
{yoke}.[ql

 

~~~~~~

 2218. Cross Reference Study

2218.

2218 zugos  * pair , {2218 zugos } ,

2218 zugos  * yoke , {2218 zugos } ,

 

~~~~~~

 2218 - zugos -  Rev 06:05 pair

2218 - zugos -  Mat 11:30 yoke

2218 - zugos -  Mat 11:29 yoke

2218 - zugos -  Act 15:10 yoke

2218 - zugos -  Gal 05:01 yoke
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2218 - zugos -  1Ti 06:01 yoke
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